[Visual impression of photographic density of the brain in head CT images: verification of optical illusion by visual subjective evaluation of medical images].
The purpose of this study was to clarify the psychological influence of optical illusion on the photographic density of the brain in head CT images. In this study, I attempted to compare the visual impression of photographic density of the brain using visual subjective evaluation according to observers and cases. The results showed that the visual impression of photographic density of the brain at cerebellar CT depended upon the mode of appearance of the optical illusion (assimilation, contrast, picture frame effect, etc.). In addition, that impression varied according to differences in cases (difference of picture pattern) and observers. Further, it was clarified that the optical illusion had been observed according to individual differences among observers. Moreover, cases could be divided into two main classes. Some cases were recognized as a kind of outline figure (the white skull was recognized as an induction color, and the brain as a non-induction color) with assimilation, and consequently the brain seemed whitish. In other cases (the white skull was not recognized as an induction color) in which there was no assimilation, the brain did not seem whitish. This was considered to have occurred because the degree of influence of the skull on the visual impression of the photographic density of the brain had changed according to differences in cases.